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1 . Introduction 
It is reported that English has five basic tones1: the rise, the fall, the fall-rise, the rise-fall and 
the level. 2 Though the average frequency of its use differs between corpora, it is widely agreed that 
the rise-fall tone is least commonly used among the five tones by English speaking people. Watanabe 
(1994: 33) states that no rise-fall tone was found in his American English narrative examples, but 
there is much evidence that in spite of the low frequency, this tone is actually used by British English 
speakers. The rise-fall may be a unique tone found prominently in British English. It is also reported 
that this tone is used predominantly in conversations and motherese,3 which in turn will be good 
sources to collect the rise-fall data. 
The purpose of this paper is to present some features of the rise-fall tone in English, because 
this tone has not been investigated in depth so far mainly due to the low frequency of its use. The data 
in this research will be confined to British English for two reasons: (1) the rise-fall seems to be used 
more commonly in British English, and (2) the data should be restricted to one type of English so as 
not to be influenced by features of its varieties. 
2. Functions of the Rise-fall 
Roach (1991: 163-164) states that there are four functions in intonation: attitudinal, accentual, 
grammatical and discourse. Intonation enables us to express emotions and attitudes as we speak 
(attitudinal function), and helps to produce the effect of prominence on syllables which need to be 
perceived as stressed (accentual function). Intonation also helps the listener to recognize syntactic 
structures of the utterance and word class differences (grammatical function), and to understand what 
is taken as new information and given information (discourse function). 
~razil et al. (1980), investigating English tones in terms of discourse function, divide them into 
two patterns: referring and proclaiming. The former is made up of the rise and the fall-rise, and the 
latter is made up of the fall and the rise-fall. The rise is used for making common ground, and the fall-
rise is used for shared information. In contrast to this, the fall is used for new information, and the 
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rise-fall is used for enlarging common ground. In the referring tones, the rise has the speaker 
dominance in making linguistic choices, and in the proclaiming tones, the rise-fall has the speaker 
dominance. The same phrase 'In the cupboard' can produce different meanings depending on the tone 
differences. ·with the rise, it means "why don't you ever remember." With the fall-rise, it means 
"where it always is." With the fall, it means "I assume you do not know." And with the rise-fall, it 
means ''I'm surprised as you are." 
Like Brazil et al. (1980), Cruttenden (1986: 100-101) finds a similarity between the rise-fall 
and the fall, stating that the rise-fall, like the fall, involves a sense of finality, completeness, 
definiteness and separateness, particularly when used with the declarative. He also states that the rise-
fall has two local meanings: 'impressed' and 'challenging'. The syntactic difference between them is 
that the 'challenging' meaning can occur with any syntactic type, while the 'impressed' meaning does 
not seem to occur with wh-questions and commands. Another difference can be seen in terms of 
response. The 'challenging' meaning is used mostly for a response, while the 'impressed' meaning is 
not. The 'sarcastic' meaning will also emerge in case there is a mismatch between situation and 
linguistic expression. 
O'Connor and Arnold (henceforth 0 & A) (1973: 214) gives a detailed description on the 
attitudinal function of the rise-fall, dividing it into five categories: statement, wh-question, yes-no 
question, command and interjection. They call the rise-fall the jackknife. In statements, it means 
impressed, awed, complacent, self-satisfied, challenging, censorious, and disclaiming responsibility. 
In wh-questions, it means challenging, antagonistic, and disclaiming responsibility. In yes-no 
questions, it means impressed, challenging, and antagonistic. In commands, it means disclaiming 
responsibility, sometimes hostile. In interjections, it means impressed, sometimes a hint of accusation. 
Expect for wh-questions and commands, the rise-fall implies that the speaker is impressed. This is the 
same observation as Cruttenden's (1986), and this is one of the two main attitudinal meanings of the 
rise-fall. 
3. Phonetics of the Rise-fall 
In this section, the forms of the rise-fall will be examined by using Kay's CSL Model 4300B 
and Multi-speech. The data are first fed into the CSL through line-in input from a cassette tape 
recorder and stored in a computer hard disk. The stored data are then copied into floppy disks and 
inputted into another computer, which has a Multi-speech software. All the speech data in this paper 
are taken from the cassette tape attached to 0 & A (1973).4 
One of the significant features of the data is that each example is recorded as a dialogue: a 
verbal context and a sentence with the rise-fall tone so that the verbal context can give a reasonably 
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good background for the rise-fall to happen. The verbal contexts and the sentences that follow are 
mostly made up of one sentence, but sometimes two. Strictly speaking, these examples are not truly 
authentic, because they are not uttered spontaneously without any transcript. However, there will be 
no disadvantage in using them because they are made for teaching purposes and, in this sense, they 
can be considered a reasonably good reflection of the rise-fall tone in real world. The recorders of the 
tape are the two authors, both being male. 
0 & A (1973) divides the rise-fall tone into four patterns: [1] rise-fall + tail, [2] rise-fall only, 
[3] low pre-head+ rise-fall(+ tail), and [4] (low pre-head+) high head+ rise-fall(+ tai1).5 Elements 
in parenthesis shows that they are optional. The number of the taped examples are displayed in the 
numerator in Table 1. The denominator shows the total number of examples in the text. 
statement wh-Q yes/no-Q command interjec total 
[1] 3/46 1115 1119 1112 1111 7/103 
[2] 3/31 117 0/0 117 118 6/53 
[3] 2/67 2/10 2/27 1120 1111 8/135 
[4] 4173 2/26 2/26 2/25 1121 111171 
total 12/217 6/58 5172 5164 4/51 32/462 
Table 1 Number of Examples of Rise-fall 
One noticeable phenomenon found in Table 1 is that there is no example of the rise-fall only in 
yes-no questions, but it is certain that this is attributed to the characteristics of English grammar. The 
second phenomenon is that the rise-fall tends to be used commonly in statements, accounting for 
37.5% of all the taped examples and 47.0% of all the text examples. The third phenomenon is that for 
the statements in [3], the frequency of occurrence of its taped examples is much smaller than that of 
its text examples. 6 There are several ways of classifying the English rise-fall and the other tones as 
well, but the author thinks that 0 & A's classification is one of the best, and in fact it is still prevalent 
in the study of phonetics. There will 
be no objection made against using 
their way of classification in this 
paper. 
In order to examine the form of 
the rise-fall, let us first focus on 
Pattern 2 - the rise-fall only, 
because this is the most basic pattern 
without any adjacent elements 
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rise-fall will be examined with ease. The first example is taken from the interaction "Did you see any 
lions? - Lots." Part A (above) of the above figure shows the waveforms of the whole interaction, and 
Part B (below) shows the fundamental frequency7 of the rise-fall in "Lots." A mountain-shaped line is 
displayed for the rise-fall of "Lots," but there is a missing part on the downward line. This is affected 
by the voiceless affricate Its/, because voiceless consonants cannot be displayed in pitch contour. In 
our perception, however, such a gap does not exist. This is why we can understand this example as the 
rise-fall, not anything else. The height of the mountain can be different according to different speaker 
type. 8 Here the base line of the mountain lies at 80 Hz and the top at 170 Hz. The time length of 
"Lots" is 0.30 seconds. 
@!l C.OOODOr I ...... The second example is taken from the interaction "You pay for it. - How?" Again a mountainous line 
is displayed for the rise-fall of 
"How," with the base line at 75 Hz 
and the top at 150 Hz. The two dots 
at the end may imply the speaker's 
creaky voice at the end in 
pronouncing "How," or may be 
attributed to the bad recording 
condition. The time length of "How" 
is 0.35 seconds. Roughly speaking, the shapes of the two mountains are symmetrical with the apex as 
the center both to the right and to the left, and this shape can be applied to the four other examples in 
Pattern 2. 
Let us have a look at two examples from Pattern 1 - the rise-fall followed by the tail. The first 
one is taken from the interaction "Is he as tall as his father?- Taller, even." Again there is a mountain-
js:;:2.SB3:14jTim..;uc)~ 
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shaped line in the latter utterance, but 
one of the conspicuous differences 
from Pattern 2 is that there is a tail 
following the rise-fall, which is 
described as a low, fiat line from the 
right mountain edge. The mountain 
consists of two syllables - a tonic 
syllable (the first syllable of "taller") 
and one syllable after that (the second 
syllable of "taller"). "Even" is a tail, 
which, with a gradual lowering of pitch, continues almost at a base line until the end of the utterance. 
The base line of the example lies at 92 Hz on the left side and at 74 Hz on the right side. The time 
length of "taller" is 0.2 seconds. 
The second example is taken 
from the interaction "He shot an 
elephant - Did he now." The 
mountainous line is made up of all 
the three syllables this time - "did" 
from the base line to the middle of the 
upward line, "he" from the middle of 
the upward line to the middle of the 
downward line, and "now" from there 
to the end of the utterance. One of the most tricky phenomena of the tonic syllable is that it cannot 
always occupy the whole mountain of the rise-fall in cases where there is a tail afterwards. In the 
present example, "did", which is supposed to be a tonic syllable, is a monosyllable with a short vowel, 
not a long one. This short vowel may not make this tonic syllable long enough to occupy the whole 
mountain. The base line of the example lies at 81 Hz on the left side and at 74Hz on the right side. 
The time length of the mountain itself from one edge to another is 0.35 seconds. Roughly speaking, 
the shapes of the two mountains are symmetrical with the apex as the center both to the right and to 
the left, and this shape can be applied to the five other examples in Pattern 1. 
The next two examples are from Pattern 3 -low pre-head+ rise-fall (+tail). The first example 
is taken from the interaction "Can you manage it alone? - I'm sure I can." The rise-fall is located at 
"sure". The rise-fall is surrounded both by the pre-head and by the tail. The small hook before the 
beginning of the rise-fall is the first part of "sure", and the mountain is made up of this "sure" and the 
following "I". The base line afterwards consists of "can", functioning as a tail only. Here "I" is not at 
all working as a tail, but as the latter 
part of the rise-fall - mostly the 
falling part. Again the tonic syllable 
cannot be made up of one syllable 
only. The four dots above the base 
line at the end may be caused by the 
miscalculation of the computer due to 
the bad recording condition of the 
tape. The base line of this rise-fall lies 
at 83 Hz on both sides of the ....................................................... J .. ~:.;~~~?~ .• J.Jl~~s~."J.J..~~!'t·:~.~ .. J. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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mountain, and the top pitch lies at 
175 Hz. The time length for the rise-
fall is 0.23 seconds. 
The second example is taken 
from the interaction "Why should you 
do the donkey work? - Who else is 
there to do it?" The rise-fall is located 
at "else." Again the mountain is not 
made up of "else" only. It is made up 
of "else" and the following "is." The 
latter is working for the downward part of the mountain. The rest of the utterance until the end is 
functioning as a tail. The base line of this rise-fall lies at 90Hz on both sides, and the top pitch lies at 
217 Hz. The time length for the rise-fall is 0.35 seconds. Roughly speaking, the shapes of the two 
mountains are symmetrical with the apex as the center both to the right and to the left, and this shape 
can be applied to the six other examples in Pattern 3. 
~Timi(J.te)~ 
The final pattern to be 
examined in this paper is Pattern 4 -
(low pre-head +) high head + rise-fall 
(+tail). The difference from Pattern 3 
is the existence of the high head. The 
first example of the pattern is taken 
from the interaction "I've had this 
pain for days. - Why don't you do 
something about it?'' The rise-fall is 
located at "do." The syllables before 
the rise-fall are high pitched. The base line for the beginning of the rise-fall lies at 92Hz, and the "do" 
goes up to the mountain top and goes down from there a little, and the first syllable of the following 
"something" occupies the remaining downward part of the mountain. The "do" cannot occupy the 
whole mountain, but this may be technically possible depending on the context, especially when the 
speaker wants to emphasize that part of the utterance. The head is quite high pitched in this example 
- from 200 Hz to 227 Hz. Hence, the abrupt drop from that high pitch before the rise-fall - over 
100Hz here - clearly marks its beginning. The top pitch of the rise-fall lies at 238Hz. The base line 
of the latter half of the mountain lies at 75Hz, and the remaining syllables continue till the end of the 
utterance, gradually and slowly dropping their pitch. The time length of the rise-fall is 0.33 seconds. 
The second example of Pattern 4 is taken from the interaction "I don't think Bill knows. -
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Why not write and warn him, then?" 
The rise-fall is located at "warn." The 
rise-fall begins at 94 Hz immediately 
after the abrupt drop from the 
preceding high pitched head, which is 
from 160 Hz to 170 Hz, and the role 
of the "warn" as the rise-fall 
continues a little after the mountain 
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syllable "him" works as the remaining rise-fall. The base line of the latter half of the mountain lies at 
75Hz. One of the noticeable phenomena of this type of the rise-fall is that there is a sudden drop of 
~ 
pitch before the beginning of the rise-fall, clearly marking the end of the pre-nucleic elements. 
Roughly speaking, like the three other patterns, the shapes of the two mountains are symmetrical with 
the apex as the center both to the right and to the left, and this shape can be applied to the nine other 
examples in Pattern 4. 
All in all, the examples cited and the other taped examples clearly show the unique features of 
each classification, which explains the validity of 0 & A's way of classification. 
Now let us investigate the features of the rise-fall more fully, beginning with the relationship 
among the base line pitch (lowest shown as L), the top pitch (highest shown as H), and the height of 
the rise-fall (difference: shown as D). Each value is shown in Tables 2-1 & 2-2. The numbers in 
bracket show each of the four patterns. The numbers after the slash means the numerical order of the 
examples, and some of them have two examples, and this is shown by the number after the hyphen. 
The whole numerical data are the result of analysis by Multi-speech. 
L H D L H D 
[1]/1 90.1 175.4 85.3 [2]/1 79.4 169.5 90.1 
[1]/2 91.7 185.2 93.5 [2]/2-1 87.7 166.7 79.0 
[1]/3-1 83.3 196.1 112.8 [2]/2-2 85.5 204.8 119.3 
[1]/3-2 89.1 161.1 72.0 [2]/3 76.3 128.2 51.9 
[1]/4 88.5 185.2 96.7 [2]/4 74.1 120.5 46.4 
[1]/5 81.3 169.5 88.2 [2]/5 88.5 196.1 107.6 
[1]/6 86.2 192.3 106.1 [2]/6-1 89.3 172.4 83.1 
[1]17-1 90.1 181.8 91.7 [2]/6-2 81.3 208.3 127.0 
[1]17-2 78.1 166.7 88.6 
Table 2-1 Shape of Rise-fall in Patterns 1 and 2 
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L H D L H D 
[3]/1 74.5 175.4 100.9\ [4]/1-1 105.3 222.2i 116.9 
[3]/2-1 76.3 222.2 145.9[ [4]/1-2 83.3 294.1 210.8 
[3]/2-2 75.1 238.1 163.0 [4]/2 89.3 166.7 77.4 
[3]/3 76.3 217.4 141.1 [4]/3 92.6 285.7· 193.1 
[3]/4 88.5 200.0 111.5, [4]/4-1 ! 83.3 250.0 166.7 
[3]/5 74.1 204.0 129.911 [4]/4-2 95.2 196.1 100.9 
[3]/6 72.3 238.1 165.81 [4]/5 91.7 238.1 146.4 
[3]17 71.4 217.4 146.0i [4]/6 94.3\ 217.4: 123.1 
[3]/8 71.4 181.8 110.4 [4]17-1 88.5 238.1 149.6 
[4]17-2 109.9 204.1 94.2 
[4]/8 135.1 217.4 82.3 
[4]/9 83.3 227.3 144.0 
[4]/10 94.3\ 200.0 105.7 
[4]/11-1 88.5 185.2 96.7 
[4]/11-2 85.5 196.1 110.6 
Table 2-2 Shape of Rise-fall in Patterns 3 and 4 
To have a closer look at the form of the rise-fall in the four patterns, let us describe the above 
data in the following graphs. The line with lozenges shows the height of the rise-fall (D). The line 
with squares and the line with triangles show the lowest pitch (L) and the highest pitch (H) of the rise-
fall respectively. 
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Figure 1-1 Values of D, Land H in Pattern 1 
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Figure 1-4 Values of D, Land H in Pattern 4 
As the four figures show, there is almost no pitch difference in the lowest pitch- the base line, 
except for [4]/8. This indicates that the low voice range of the two speakers are nearly the same. A 
close look at the fundamental frequency of [4]/8 shows that there is a gap between the end of the head 
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and the beginning of the rise-fall - there are no dots for fundamental frequency there. The rise-fall 
may begin a little lower from the description made by the computerized analysis. In contrast to the 
almost identical value of the lowest pitch, there are considerable differences in the highest pitch. This 
affects the height of the rise-fall all through the four patterns. In other words, the changes in the 
highest pitch directly influence the changes in the top pitch of the rise-fall. 
The next study will deal with the relation of the rise-fall pitch among the four patterns. The 
average height of the rise-fall is 92.8 Hz for Pattern 1, 88.1 Hz for Pattern 2, 134.9 Hz for Pattern 3 
and 127.9 Hz for Pattern 4. There seems to be a correlation between the value for Pattern 1 and the 
value for Pattern 2, the difference between the two being 4.7 Hz. The same thing is true of the relation 
between the value for Pattern 3 and the value for Pattern 4, the difference between them being 7.0 Hz. 
Figure 2 shows the average height of the rise-fall, and this will help us to understand the relationship 
among the four patterns visually. 
P1 P2 P3 P4 
Figure 2 Average Height of Rise-fall 
As Figure 2 shows, there seems to be a high correlation between Pattern 1 and Pattern 2, and 
between Pattern 3 and Pattern 4. Therefore, there seems to be sufficient reason to combine Patterns 1 
and 2 as Type I and Patterns 3 and 4 as Type II. A big difference between Type I and Type II is that 
Type II has pre-nucleic elements, while Type I does not. The beginning of the rise-fall in Type I is 
close to the boundary of the tone unit. It may be concluded that the height of the rise-fall is greatly 
influenced by the presence or the absence of pre-nucleic elements. If there are no pre-nucleic 
elements, it seems that no special efforts are needed for the rise-fall to be perceived clearly. In contrast 
to this, pre-nucleic elements may make the rise-fall ambiguous and vague, because they may leave 
their trace at the initial part of the rise-fall. Therefore, the rise-fall has to be more prominent to help 
the listener understand what he/she is hearing easily. This natural desire to be understood without any 
mistake may lead to the special height of the rise-fall in case of Type II. The tail seems to have no 
relation with the height of the rise-fall. It just crawls around the base line until the end of the 
utterance. 
Finally, let us pay attention to the variation of the rise-fall height in Type I and Type II. The 
mean value of the rise fall height is 90.5 Hz for Type I and 130.5 Hz for Type II, and the difference of 
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each value from the mean for bo由 typesis shown in Table 3 below: 
TypeI Diff erences Type I Differences 
[1]/1 [2]/1 -5.2 -0.4 [3]/1 [4]/1-1 -29.6 -13.6 
[1]/2 [2]/2-1 +3.0 -11.5 [3]/2-1 [4]/1-2 +15.4 +80.3 
[1]/3-1 [2]/2-2 +22.3 +28.8 [3]/2-2 [4]/2 +32.5 -53.1 
[1]/3-2 [2]/3 -18.5 -38.6 [3]/3 [4]/3 +10.6 +62.6 
[1]/2 [2]/4 +6.2 -44.1 [3]/4 [4]/ι1 -19.0 +36.2 
[1]/5 [2]/5 -2.3 +17.1 β]/5 [4]/ι2 -0.6 -29._~1 
[1]/6 [2]/ι1 +15.6 -7.4 [3]/6 [4]/5 +35.3 +15.9 
[1]17-1 [2]/6ー2 +1.2 +36.5 β]17 [4]/6 +15.5 -7.4 







Table 3 Differences from the Mean of Rise目falHeight 
These differences above紅 ethen described in the following histograms with the interval of each 
tally by 10Hz. 
0.5 
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Figure 3ー1Distribution of Type 1 Figure 3-2 Distribution of Type 1 
Roughly spe誌ing，bo出 Type1 and Type 1 show a normal distribution. Within:t 20 Hz from 
the average of 90.5 Hz -r組 gingfrom 70.5 Hz 加 110.5Hz -the rise-fall height for Type 1 accoun臼
for 70.6%. Incontrast to this，白atfor Type I accounts for 83.3% within:t 40 Hz from the average of 
130.5 Hz -ranging from 90.5 Hz to 170.5 Hz. Since in the data mentioned here， the base line of the 
rise-fall is considered a zero， we need to convert the data by adding the value of the base line to them 
in order to get a real picture of the rise-fall both for Type 1 and for Type 1. 
The average base line for Type 1 and Type 1 lies at 84.7 Hz and 87.5 Hz respectively. 
Therefore， the real average height of the rise-fall is 175.2 Hz for Type 1 and 218.0 Hz for Type I. As 
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for Type I, 70.6% of the rise-fall apex lies between 115.2 Hz and 195.2 Hz, while as for Type II, 
83.3% of the rise-fall apex lies between 178.0 Hz and 258.0 Hz. Type II is more widely varied than 
Type I. 
The data used in this paper are restricted to two male speakers only, and the way of analysis 
need to be modified in the author's next research, but a more detailed analysis of this for more 
speakers, considering age differences and sex differences, may lead to what could be called pitch 
phonology of the rise-fall. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, the forms of the rise-fall were investigated in depth, basing the discussion on 0 & 
A's four patterns: [1] rise-fall+ tail, [2] rise-fall only, [3] low pre-head+ rise-fall(+ tail), and [4] (low 
pre-head+) high head+ rise-fall(+ tail). The fundamental frequency of the rise-fall is analyzed by 
Kay's CSL Model 4300B and Multi-speech. Ideal mountain-shaped lines were displayed all through 
the four patterns. 
In investigating the four patterns, we have noticed that there is a high correlation between 
Pattern 1 and Pattern 2, and between Pattern 3 and Pattern 4, and named the former Type I and the 
latter Type II. A big difference between Type I and Type II is that pre-nucleic elements exist in Type 
II, but not in Type I. The apex of the rise-fall is higher in Type II than in Type I. In order to learn and 
identify the rise-fall, it might be better to study Type II first, and then Type I. A basic form is not 
always a good guide to understanding the reality. 
In this paper, we tried to find out the so-called pitch phonology of the rise-fall, resulting that the 
apex of Type I is found between 115.2 Hz and 195.2 Hz, accounting for 70.6%, while that of Type II 
is found between 178.0 Hz and 258.0 Hz, accounting for 83.3%. 
There is much work to be done in order to continue the present research further. Among other 
things, it may be necessary to investigate the timing of the rise-fall rather than its theoretical shapes. It 
may also be important to create the rise-fall within the theoretically desired shapes with the help of a 
computer. Last but not least, how the rise-fall can be extended over a syllable or a sequence of 
syllables must also be investigated in depth. 
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* This paper is an extended version of the author's presentation at the first Reading Experimental 
Phonetics Symposium in September 1996. The author would like to thank Professor Peter 
Roach at the University of Reading for his invaluable comments, which enabled the author to 
improve his research. The author would also like to express his gratitude to Takasaki City 
University of Economics for its financial support by the 1995 special research grants. 
The difference between tone and intonation is well described by Cruttenden (1986: 8). 
"Basically tone is a feature of the lexicon, being described in terms of prescribed pitches for 
syllables or sequences of pitches for morphemes of words; whereas intonation is a feature of 
phrases or sentences." In this explanation, however, tone seems to be used to explain 'tone in 
tone language'. Tench's (1996: 73) explanation would be more helpful: "Tone has been defined 
as the contrastive pitch movement on the tonic syllable." Therefore, the rise-fall is one of the 
English tones and part of its intonation. 
2 Roach (1991) alsotakes this position. 
3 This was told by Roach during the talk with him when the author visited the University of 
Reading in 1996 to attend the first Reading Experimental Phonetics Symposium. Motherese is 
the type of speech spoken to children by their mother or by their kindergarten teachers when 
they are taking care of them or encouraging them. 
4 The condition of the data is not all perfect - some noises are detected probably because many 
years has passed after recording, and this sometimes gives some strange results in pitch 
alignment. However, these data will be used in this paper because there seem no other 
alternatives than this that have a good collection of the rise-fall tone. 
5 The formula of the tone unit is (pre-head) + (head) + tonic syllable + (tail). Elements in 
parenthesis means they are optional. The tonic syllable is also called the nucleus, and is found 
in the most prominent syllable in the tone unit. The tonic syllable alone is obligatory to create 
the tone unit. The head is a syllable or a sequence of syllables from a stressed syllable in the 
first accented word to a syllable just before the tonic syllable. The pre-head is a syllable or a 
sequence of syllables from the initial boundary of the tone unit to the head (the head is not 
included). In case there is no head, the pre-head occupies from that boundary to the tonic 
syllable (again the tonic syllable is not included). The tail is a syllable or a sequence of 
syllables after the tonic syllable to the boundary of the tone unit. This description is based upon 
0 & A (1973). However, Takebayashi (1996: 425-426) explains these terms just by using 
stress, not by using the notion of accented words. He divides stress into four levels. The 
primary stress is placed on the most prominent syllable in a word, and accompanies the nuclear 
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stress which has the loudest sound and a major change in pitch. The secondary stress has a 
prominence next to the primary stress, and accompanies the sub-nuclear stress which has the 
second loudest sound and a minor change in pitch. The tertiary stress is the non-nuclear stress 
which has a stressed syllable only, but it does not have any pitch movement. The fourth stress is 
the weak stress appearing in weak syllables. Under this definition, the tonic syllable is a syllable 
with the primary stress. The head is a syllable or a sequence of syllables from the first 
secondary stress to the tonic syllable (the tonic syllable is not included). The pre-head is a 
syllable or a sequence of syllables from the initial boundary of the tone unit to the first stressed 
syllable (this first stressed syllable is of course excluded). The tail is a syllable or a sequence of 
syllables from after the tonic syllable to the boundary of the tone unit. In case there are stressed 
syllables, they all have tertiary stress. 
6 There is no evidence that the number of each pattern corresponds to the natural distribution of 
the pattern, but it seems that the number of statements is comparatively large in the text 
examples. All in all, however, the number of the taped examples beautifully reflects the 
distribution of the text examples, except for statements and wh-questions in Pattern 3. The 
number of statements in the taped examples of Pattern 3 is much smaller than that in the text 
examples of the same pattern. 
7 According to Roach (1991: 141), pitch is different from fundamental frequency, and they 
should not be used interchangeably. Pitch refers to "an auditory sensation experienced by the 
hearer," while the fundamental frequency of voiced sounds means "the rate of vibration of the 
vocal cords - something which is physically measurable, and which is related to activity on 
the part of the speaker." Roach's claim of this is based upon the fact that "there is in fact very 
little evidence that pitch movements alone are effective for signaling of a wide range of 
emotions and attitudes" (Roach 1992: 57). However, he also states, under the condition that 
"this distinction is understood," "it is generally agreed that the term 'pitch' is a convenient one 
to use informally to refer both to the subjective sensation and to the objectively measurable 
fundamental frequency." 
8 Clark and Yallop (1990: 215) states that fundamental frequency among children varies between 
200 and 500 Hz, among adult males between 80 to 200 Hz, and among adult females between 
150 and 300 Hz. 
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